GREATER HUNTSVILLE SECTION MEMBERS ATTEND SENATOR SHELBY BREAKFAST
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Members of the Greater Huntsville Section attended the Washington Update Breakfast featuring U. S. Senator Richard Shelby on February 4, 2109 at the Von Braun Center in Huntsville, Alabama. The Huntsville – Madison Country Chamber of Commerce sponsored the breakfast. Greater Huntsville has been a member of the Chamber since 2015, enabling section members to participate in Chamber events at greatly reduced prices. Young Professionals Director Nishanth Goli coordinated the section’s registration for the event.

Vice Chair Greg Simpson and section members Ken and Lisa Philippart attended the breakfast that attracted over 700 government, industry and military leaders from throughout Huntsville, a veritable Who’s Who of the Huntsville community.

Senator Shelby spoke on a variety of topics ranging from the partial Government shutdown, economic growth in Alabama and Huntsville, border security and the proposed creation of the US Space Force. Senator Shelby also fielded questions from the audience.

Senator Shelby’s remarks were informative and provided valuable insight for the Greater Huntsville Section’s industry advocacy efforts.